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Being a peripheral country, Turkey is aware of the fact that its
evolution is dependent upon global dynamics, its relations withiliest,
and that the city of Istanbul itself takes precendence over the nation in
global relations. As globalization replaces modernization with its oxvn
new vocabulary w h c h just rephrases the familiar paradoxes of the
earlier period, Istanbul gains a privilege position in the political agenda
of the nation, "because it is the repository of all the flon-sthat make up
globalization". 1 Istanbul, then, becomes the laboratory of the nation,
which is supposed to elevate the future position ofTurkey in the region.
Struggles t o make the city a global city is in fact the s t r u g l e s for the
future of the country. In that sense, in criticizing the tradtional spatial
hierarchy Sassen correctly puts that

"lsee a re-scaling: the old spatial hierarch,r local-regional-nationalinternational no longer holds. Integration is no longer achieved bj.
going t o the nest scale i n terms of size. The local now transacts
direct$. TI-iththe global -the global installs i t s e y i n locals, and the
global is itseqconstituted through a multiplici?. oflocals".2
The problem definition of this paper develops from the current
&scussions on globalization that sugests increasing interaction between
plobal and local. How the condition of simultaneityi and interwoven
complexity, inseparability and mutuality of global and local has become
constitutive of and constituted by other spaces of Istanbul will be the
main concern of t h s paper. Istanbul is filled with other spaces; both"real"
and"imagined other spaces" are simultaneously juxtaposed into the space
of Istanbul. \?.'hat is meant by "real space" is physical, perceived space,
and by "imagined other space" is symbolic space charged with signs and
images of social, political. Istanbul's experiences with simultaneously
existing alternative m o d e l s f o r globalization, namely w i t h
"Westernization" and "Islamizat~on"DreDare
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generation of the
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city's global-yet-other spaces. Here, global is used to indmte those spaces
attaining global characteristics through their historical and political
significance constituted in the collective memory of the society. They
are those features by which various political s t r u g l e s and discourses
wish to insert their own otherness into the space of Istanbul. And, other
refers t o alternative symbolic meanings attached t o these historically
and politically global spaces of Istanbul. It should be noticed that, the
term "other" has acquired highly
pejorative connotations, and been
- . considered as synonyms with minor figures whose actions, customs are
totally foreign and reprehensible, with so-called"Third\liorld" or with
spaces falling into decay at the periphery of the cities and with those
living in these areas. This is in fact, very reductionist and negligent
attitude. In a contrary manner, political &scourses w h c h are global
both in form and practice such as "\Vesternization" and "Islamization",
use the very tools of being other in order not to be assimilated yet to be
dfferentiated. In t h s sense, other is approached as synonyms with being
different and alternative, then becomes essential to the process of
L-

identification.And. Istanbul is their svmbolic snace:
the dream of m a k i n
~
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Istanbul their global center is pursued by transforming its symbolic
spaces. Of course, it is not possible to understand the evolution of urban
space in Istanbul only within the framework of the global city concept.
Yet, as better stated by Kel-der, this is a concept

"with its promise o f g l o and
~ material rervards [that] has become a
reference point requiring politicians and vision makers to take position
for or against i t . . . Even conserr-ative politicians embrace the globalci5. construct w.hile adopting a defensir-e and localist position torvard
cultural change associated with globalization".3
Istanbul has alwavs
been the focus of the dscussions centered around
i
the tensions between East andWest, modernization and tradtion, Islam
and secularism. In bringing alternative forms of globalization,
Westernization and Islamization, this paper aims t o go beyond these
cliches t o explore dfferent possible worlds that inhabit and shape the
space and image of city. In addition t o these projects, how Istanbul is
conceived in Greek thought and imagination in the past and today will
be introduced in order t o emphasize the global feature of the city.
Having been a l o n g - s t a n d q process embedded in political-socialcultural-economic relations, globalization has been activatedparticularly
with the will to new forms of power; and technolopcal improvements
only open ways to the breaking of spatial barriers. Despite the elimination
of spatial distances meant by globalization, there is a search for a fixed
space as it could be observed in the case of global cities. Spatiality can
never be separated from its global and local dynamics, and urban space
in particular, is the fundamental element of these dynamics.This paper
&scusses that urban space is both constituent of and constituted by the
qlobal-local relations. Urban space is where the dialectic of global-local
is physically and socially materialized. Material outcomes of t h s dialectic
become elldent in the constitution of urban space, in the ways inhabitants
define and experience their environments. Global indicates an
interaction, an integration; and local refers to a contextual, place-bound
identity. Here, hierarchical global and local dichotomy is rejected; each
is taken as mutually constitutive and inclusive dialectical oppositions so
that no one is given a priori privilege.4The effects of the mutuality of
qlobal-local are inherently political, and become simultaneously material
and symbolic in the urban space so as to include other imaginations.
Istanbul, with its unique geography including the Straits region, and
featuring the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn, has always contained the
element of global and universal. It is the geography of Istanbul that
makes its hstory, and explains its political, social, economic and cultural
characteristics. As the capital cities of such major powers as the Roman,
Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, Istanbul is the historic global city.The
power of the city is du-ectly connected with the geo-political importance
ofits location. In hlstorvi (and still todavi
of Istanbul is not
,,the conauest
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simply the occupying of a city, as it is better stated in Napoleon's words:
\

"Whoever possesses Istanbul will rule the worW.5 To conquer Istanbul
meant to conquer the empire and/or the end of the Empire. ,4nd,
today the reconquest of the city becomes the propaganda of the religious
(that is Islamist) political representation used to provocate the believers
against those having an idea of making Istanbul the Western-looking
European city.The reconquest strategy of Islamist party is to (re)make
Istanbul the center of the whole Islamic world through regaining its
Islamic identity. This is the indication of the fact that spatial issues are
the fundamental concern of the political powers in order t o have a
social existence in the national-yet-globalizing Turkish society. Those
efforts to make Istanbul allrestern city and those efforts to emphasize
its Islamic character co-exist and/or juxtapose upon each other. The
rhetorics of both "West(ernization)" and "Islam(ization)" are global yet
organized in local structures and embodied in urban space. These
seemingly diverse global locals have a dream of occupying both the
space and the image of 1stanbul.The symbolic spaces of Istanbul are in
fact their global tools used to resist and display their otherness.
Departing from &s point, spatialization indicates a political process;
it is both a cause and a result of power relations. It puts space at the
center of power struggles. In so doing, it enriches the social-political
imagnations of global and local, yet might open way for global forms of
other. Drawing each global discourse,\Vesternizationand Islamization,
into the figuration of competing political powers, enforces them t o
form a social imagination that could have an existence and material
reality with its own constituted space.The way in which a discourse is
spatialized, then becomes a stimulating source for the understandmg of
possibilities and differences in the realms of representation, material
and imagination. At the center of each alternative globalization model
are the struggles for globalizing the local that is t o make Istanbul a
global city, and localizing the global that is to inscribe their discourse
into the space of Istanbul. For each political model, all the conceptions
of local are re-invented and re-made. It is in this case that the local is
new, and resembles both material and symbolic otherness.The activities
in the realm of imagination, w h c h provide a ground for the emergence
of other spaces, cannot be considered apart from how space is represented
in the Ascourse, how it is experienced and materialized, and how it
becomes the representation. From this point, it can be said that Istanbul
is neither simply the adhtive combinations of global-and-localnor located
in between these d p m i c s . T h e simultaneity and Aversity in terms of
social images and metaphors of spatiality prepare for the possibility of
other identities, and in turn make the question ofwhich Istanbul, whose
Istanbul and who will ascribe meaning to the city crucial.
Istanbul is not becoming "a global city" as implied by the model
drected to make it a finance center of the regon, an important point in
the global economy.Yet, Istanbul has been experiencing transformation
under the impact of globalization. It becomes globalized in the sense
that there is the intensification of global flow of money, signs, images,
people, i n f o r m a t i o n ; t h e r e is an emerging service sector i n
m a n a g e m e n t , m a r k e t i n g , banking, t r a n s p o r t , a d v e r t i s i n g ,
telecoinmunication.6 Although Istanbul is not global in terms of the
political economy of globalization, it is global in terms of its history and
geography. IVith regard to its geography, the city has always gained
centrality in the political-social-spatial history.The political history of
the Ottoman Empire is centered around the city of Istanbul, and the
hstory of Europe and hleAterranean region cannot be written without
any reference to 1stanbul.The city was the center of two religions: the
Orthodox Christianity and the Islam. Istanbul was "the Citynfor Greeks,
"der saadet" (the door to happiness) for Muslims and "the emperor's
city" for the Balkan people.Today, as to the Orthodox Church and to the
majority of the population in Greece, Istanbul is still Constantinopolis,
the city of Constantine, the father of their Church; or it is just simply
"the City" (with capital C) "...plain and unadorned, since it is so
immediately dominant in the Greek imagination that it requires no
further identificationn.7Thisis global-yet-other Istanbul as imagined by
the Greeks. Symbolic meanings of Istanbul in the political and social

imaginations have made the city global-yet-other city at the politicalcultural-social level. Its potential status as a global city is explicitly
Afferent from those of contemporary global cities where the global
capital is embedded.
The fall of Constantinowle in 1453 as the material svmbol of the
Byzantine Empire produced profound emotions t o the Christians. One
of the laments composed right after the fall explains their psychology:
"Whoever is a Christian, Let him weep for Constantinople,Ths Queen
of Cities was a home to all. to Greeks and Latins".8TheTur!ush caDture
of Constantinople is still felt ". . .as a national trauma, a calamity that
annihilated Greek culture, prevented Greek participation in the western
Renaissance, and plunged country into cultural and economic poverty".9
After, the establishment of the independence of Greece (in 1830's),
one of the influential figures of the Parliament declared tlvo main
centers of Hellenism: "...Athens, the capital of the Greek Kingdom,
(and) 'The City', the dream and hope of all Greeks". 1OIlrith the global
project of Hellenistic ideology known as "the Great Idea" during the
late 19th and earlvJ 20th centuries. which called for the recawture
of
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Constantinople and the resumption of the liturgy in the great church of
Hagia Sophia, there reappeared a series of scholar texts and folksongs
expressing both amazement and hopes of the Greeks of that time for
the City.Yet, from the historical event ofAsia Minor in 1922 (which
meant the end ofC'theGreat Idea") on, Constantinople appeared as "the
Lost Center" andC'thePromised Land of Greeks" in the literature, and
so became history. 11 Today, on the date of the fall of the city (29th of
May), the Greek church still cries for Constantinopolis, the city of
Constantine, for Hagia Sophia and for those that lost their life during
the capture of the city by the Turks. This day, on the other hand, is a
(national) celebration to the Turks for it symbolizes the conquest of
Istanbul. In particular, as to the Islamist thinkmg the conquest means the
victory of Islam t o Christianity because Istanbul is"the Promised Land"
of Islamic world whose conquest was predicted and wanted by the
prophet Mohammed.Thus, the city seems as "the Promised Lands" of
hfferent territories and different worlds, and in that sense it goes
beyond the h i t s of spatial boundaries in social thoughts and imagnations.
Istanbul as the last and the only capital of Islamic world has an
important place in the Islamist discourse. Having held the local power
in Istanbul since 1994, the religious party attempts t o revitalize the
Ottoman wast.
and remake Istanbul the Islam citv
and/or neo-Ottoman
I
'
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city. In their imagination, everythng Ottoman becomes the symbol of
Islam. and Istanbul that resembles the Ottoman Dast
is the both focus
I
and locus of their operations. l2To do so, they, in fact, search for otherness
situated in Islamic formation. that would owen
uw
the wa\ for the
I
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production of other spaces of Istanbul being charged with the spatial
metaphors of the religious ideology. The proposal for the Islamic
Cultural Center at Taksim area and the efforts for reopening Hagia
Sopha Museum as a place of worshp, as a mosque support this arLpment.
The struggles of Islamist group are not \vithout political considerations,
and become hegemonic in the constitution of the Islamic community in
Istanbul. 13
Haga Sophia is at the top of the lists of the tourist guide books; it is
the place tourists wish to see first when they arrive in Istanbul. It is
originally built as a Byzantine Church, converted into a mosque after
the Ottoman conquest of the city, and finally converted into a museum
by the request of the founder ofTurkish Republic, Ataturk, in 1935.
Symbolic presence of Hagia Sophia in political-ideolopcal map has alxvays
become hegemonic in the construction of global discourses, the
constitution of a societv
and in turn. in the m a k i n
~of historv.
From the
J
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vie\\ point of this paper, Hagia Sophia is the global-yet-other space of
Istanbul. For those secularistTurkish visitors. it is a museum that stands
for the symbol of national heritage. For Islamist visitors, it would more
be a mosque as the symbol of the victory of the Ottoman-Islamic world
t o the Byzantine-Christian world. .4nd, for (Greek) Orthodox Christian
visitors, it might most likely be a visit to its orignal state as a church.

.Alternative globalization projects of "Westernization" and
"Islamization" see Istanbul as an economic enterprise. By the 1980's,
there emerged attempts to placeTurkish economy within the unitary
logic of global capitalism. In parallel to these struggles, there developed
a wish t o make Istanbul a global city in order t o attract foreign capital.
In that sense, tourism has appeared as an agent in the service of global
capital, which will ease to bring the city to the level ofglobal city.And,
Istanbul with its past glories, with its symbolic sites, has become the
center of tourism investments inTurkey.Tourism-based strategies are
developed by constructing a scenario through utilizing those surviving
spatial 1-etsymbolic elements of the past. For the Islamist scenario, with
its Ottoman-religous structures, Istanbul is to be so treated as t o be the
center of religious tourism.The contemporary political Islam cannot be
observed without regard for the changing patterns of global relations
determined by the process of integration to the world capitalism .Their
policies are not only aligned with religous culture but also with the
capital-based strategies. 14 By the liberation of economy, Islamist groups
have started to appear as a competing power in the economic sphere of
Turkey. In order to be an alternative to the project ofWesternization,
they actively engage in reformulating Islamic thought with reference
to the dominant global relations.The spatial elements of the Ottoman
past are used for the representation of the other that is reformulated in
religous-tradtional culture, and for the legtimization of their operations
to make Istanbul the finance center of the Islamic world.Then, the will
towards reopening Hagia Sophia as a mosque is a part of the second
conqueFt strateg- of the city from those searching for the \Vestern
facade for the city.
The Sultanahmet &strict where Hagia Sophia, the Sultanahmet
Mosque (the Blue mosque) and the Hippodrome of the Byzantine or
Atmeydani of the Ottoman periods are, has always been the privilege
area for tourism investments.The restorations in the periphery of the
historical center which are developed within the framework of
&'esternization project, are to produce an image housing all orientaleastern differences and otherness. Ironically, the Westernization project
uses the very tools of other which is associated with being oriental, in
order not t o assimilate Istanbul with the contemporary global cities of
theWest..As to their imaginations, t h s is the representation of the local
(culture). In doing so, symbolic meaning of the Sultanahmet district is
reconstructed so as t o be a global-yet-other space of Istanbul by
elaborating the so-called "authentic" experiences through playing upon
the symbolic and social notions of t h s particular area. 15
Beyoglu (Pera) is another prominent place of Istanbul, which has
acquired various symbolic meanings in different discourses. Being
founded as a Genoese trading colony in the 13th century, it had a local
autonomy f r o m t h e Byzantine Empire. And, it was w h e r e a
predominantly non-Aluslim population of the Ottoman Empire lived
after the conquest of the city. First examples of the 19th century
ivesternization as the symbols of modern living, such as banks, hotels,
theaters, department stores appeared first in t h s area. In that sense, it
became the financial, entertainment and consumption center of the
city and in turn of the Empire. It resembled "Europe in Istanbul", and
always was seen as the "symbol of civilization" even during the transition
period from the empire t o the nation-state.16 ,.\s a result of the
revitalization plan proposed in the 1980's, the Istiklal street -the main
street lined xvith buildings of the 19th century- was turned into the
pedestrian street.The street is remade through the search for "nostalgia";
the railroad is installed so as to resemble the old Beyoglu and to recreate
the 19th century spatial-social practices of the area. The 19th century
buildings of Beyoglu are the symbolic tools of the discourse having a
wish of m a h g Istanbul a global western city.The &strict has the potential
of being an attraction point for tourists. It has been the singular district
symbolizing the history oflvesternization not only in the city but also in
the country.

However, for the Islainist &scourse, this Beyoglu is where the
contemporary urban problems of Istanbul emerged. Then, there are
different narratives, symbols, representations and pasts constructed for
Beyoglu: "Beyoglu: a symbol of'civilization' and'elegance'; Beyoglu: a
'brothel'; Beyoglu: a'foreign' heritage". 17 In nationalist-trdtionalistIslamist conception, the district has been seen the place of foreign
invasion and degeneration, as the gateway of western imperialism. It
has n o t h g to do withTurlushness; the buildings are b d t by non-Muslim
architects in western style. Beyoglu is a"den of disease", "a whoren,"an
e n c l a ~ eof evil". 18 Paradoxically, after the religious party won the local
control of the Beyoglu &strict in the elections of 1994, another scenarioimage was constructed. Beyoglu appeared as the symbol of Ottoman
(that is Islamic) justice which allowed for the coexistence of different
ethnic and religious groups in harmony and peace.
For Islamist party too, Beyoglu is a prominent place in terms of
tourism.Yet it should gain an Islamic character in order to remind those
tourists visiting the district that Istanbul is the Islamic city.The proposal
for a mosque and Islamic cultural center atTaksim square in Beyoglu is
a politically conscious effort. It is a part and result of the reconquest
strategy of Islamists. Symbolic messages conveyed by the location are
hegemonic and in turn become the constitutive of the religous thought
and i m a p a t i o n . Of the modernization and civilization project of the
early Republican era,Taksim was the first locus chosen for Istanbul. It is
the first place where the symbol of new Republic (that is the monument
of Republic) was erected in Istanbul. Paradoxically, being established as
the social space in the form of reaction to the backwardness and as the
symbol of Republican identity, Taksim is chosen as the locus of the
project of the Islam city.That, in fact, indmtes the political and ideological
significance of the location. Each &scourse provides its own referential
context in according to whchTaksim is defined and embodied in the
imaginations so as to generate otherTaksims.
In all these examples, the important point is the social transformation
of the p e n physical form with the mutually reinforcing questions of
the pon-er of spatial representation and spatial representation of the
power. At the basis of other spaces is the transformation of the worlds
we live in with the right to the dfference. That is the "second nature",
as called by Lefebvre in his theorization of "the right to the city". 19
Other space is lived-and-symbolic space embracing all the social-andpolitical symbols and metaphors that will make up the (discursive)
representations. In thls sense, it might be an informative space describing
itselfthat is the social thought and imagination, through the visual and
physical evidences. Istanbul with its symbolic sites, contains the potential
of emerging as global-yet-other city. Here, other does not substitute for
local, yet contains the conceptions of local. Despite the fact that Istanbul
both encompasses and also is dependent upon global and local dynamics,
the city is more than the combinations of the two, and not located in
between them. Istanbul is where power acts and where this power is
closely constrained with the power of its symbolic sites.The power of
symbols attached to these spaces reinforces the imposing and operational
role of being other in the transformation and control of the given
en\%-onments.,4ctually, this is what makes Istanbul beyond the limits of
global-local duality.
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